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ABSTRACT 
 
The U.S. Geological Survey recently updated flood-frequency information at 364 gaged sites in California. 
The flood-frequency information at each site was determined by fitting a Pearson Type 3 flood-frequency 
distribution to the logarithms of annual peak-discharge data using the new Expected Moments Algorithm 
(EMA) procedure.  A Bayesian Generalized Least Squares (GLS) regression method was used to derive a 
regional-skew model based on annual peak-discharge data for 158 long-term (30 or more years of 
record) stations throughout most of California.  The desert areas in southeastern California were excluded 
from the regional-skew analysis, because the few sites with long-term records exhibited extreme flow 
variability.   
 
The new Bayesian GLS methodology produced a nonlinear function relating regional skew to mean basin 
elevation.  The regional skew values ranged from -0.62 for a mean basin elevation of zero feet to 0.61 for 
a mean basin elevation of 11,000 feet.  This relation between skew and elevation indicates a change in 
flood hydrology with an increase in elevation, primarily as a result of the increase in the effects of snow 
and snowmelt runoff.  The equivalent record length for the new regional skew ranges from 52 to 65 
years of record depending upon mean basin elevation, whereas the old regional skew map in Bulletin 17B 
reported skew values from -0.2 to 0.2 and an equivalent record length of only 17 years.  Differences 
between flood-frequency estimates based on the old regional skew and the new regional skew are 
greatest for sites approaching the extremes in mean basin elevation and also having short record lengths.   
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The new report can be found at 

http://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2010/5260/



Most gaged sites in the California desert have short-term records (10-15 years).

Flood-frequency analysis using conventional log Pearson 3  method is complicated 
by many annual peak discharges  of zero.

The second report will describe a newly developed method for fitting the log 
P 3 di t ib ti th t b th i ht d t d d d i ti d i ht dPearson 3 distribution that uses both a weighted standard deviation and a weighted 
skew. As with skew, the at-site standard deviation will be weighted with a regional 
value of standard deviation.



Associating the probability of exceeding some specified annual peak discharge 
requires fitting a probability distribution to the complete record of annual peak 
discharge at a site.



Flood Frequency at Gaged Sites–
Statistical Analysis of Recorded 
Annual Peak Discharges 

Fit a probabilityFit a probabilityFit a probability Fit a probability 
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Steps in Fitting the Log Pearson 3 
(LP3) Distribution… 
••Convert annual peak discharges to logsConvert annual peak discharges to logs

••Compute Mean (M), Standard Deviation (S), and Compute Mean (M), Standard Deviation (S), and 
Skew (G) of the logsSkew (G) of the logs

••Use the basic equation described in Bulletin 17BUse the basic equation described in Bulletin 17B

LogLog QpQp M +M + kSkSLog Log QpQp = M + = M + kSkS,,

where where QpQp is the peak dischargeis the peak discharge
for some probability p, and k is a for some probability p, and k is a 
function of G and the probabilityfunction of G and the probability
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The Expected Moment Algorithm (EMA) allows use of censored data in fitting the 
log Pearson 3 distribution. Censored data are commonly in the form of low outliers 
or historical data .  EMA more efficiently considers historical data than does the 
conventional method outlined in Bulletin 17B.  In most cases, flood-frequency 
differences between the conventional method and the new EMA method are slight.



Bulletin 17B Recommends Weighting 
the Station (Sample) Skew (G) with a 
Regional Skew (Gr)

••Determine the regional skew from an analysis of Determine the regional skew from an analysis of 
longlong--term gages in the area.term gages in the area.

••Weight the Station and Regional skews with Weight the Station and Regional skews with 
weights that are inversely proportional to the weights that are inversely proportional to the 
variances of the values. variances of the values. 
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Bulletin 17B Also Provided a National 
Map... 

National mapNational map
C l tC l tCommonly gets Commonly gets 
UsedUsed

National mapNational map
Developed inDeveloped in
1974 1974 

Variance equalVariance equal
To about 17To about 17
Years of dataYears of data
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Previous regional skew reports by Cornell researchers:

Gruber, A.M., Reis, D.S., Jr., and Stedinger, J.R., 2007, Models of regional skew 
based on Bayesian GLS regression, Paper 40927-3285, in Kabbes, K.C., ed., World 
Environmental and Water Resources Congress 2007 - Restoring our Natural 
Habitat, American Society of Civil Engineers, Tampa, Florida, May 15–19, 2007.
Gruber A M and Stedinger J R 2008 Models of LP3 regional skew dataGruber, A.M., and Stedinger, J.R., 2008, Models of LP3 regional skew, data 
selection, and Bayesian GLS regression, Paper 596, in Babcock, R., and Walton, R., 
eds., World Environmental & Water Resources Congress 2008 - Ahupua‘a, 
American Society of Civil Engineers, Honolulu, Hawaii, May 12–16, 2008

Reis, D.S., Jr., Stedinger, J.R., and Martins, E.S., 2005, Bayesian generalized least 
squares regression with application to the log Pearson type III regional skewsquares regression with application to the log Pearson type III regional skew 
estimation: Water Resources Research, v. 41, W10419, 

Weaver, J.C., Feaster, T.D., and Gotvald, A.J., 2009, Magnitude and frequency of 
rural floods in the southeastern United States, 2006—Volume 2, North Carolina: 
U.S. Geological Survey Scientific Investigations Report 2009–5158, 113 p. 
Available at http://pubs usgs gov/sir/2009/5158/Available at http://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2009/5158/.



New Method for Determining Regional 
Skew Developed by Researchers at 
Cornell 
••Previous USGS/Cornell study in the Southeastern Previous USGS/Cornell study in the Southeastern 
U.S. found that regional skew was a constant (near U.S. found that regional skew was a constant (near 
zero), but the variance (based on model error) was zero), but the variance (based on model error) was 
equivalent to 39 years of data. equivalent to 39 years of data. 

••USGS and Cornell researchers jointly worked on the USGS and Cornell researchers jointly worked on the 
new California regional skew analysis.new California regional skew analysis.
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California Regional Skew Analysis Was 
More Complicated than The Analysis in  
Southeastern U.S.

More interstation
correlation of annual peak 
discharge.

GLS regression found a GLS regression found a 
significant relation significant relation 
between basin elevationbetween basin elevationbetween basin elevation between basin elevation 
and skewand skew——reflects a reflects a 
complex interaction of complex interaction of 
rain and snow on flood rain and snow on flood 
peaks.peaks.
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Relation Between Skew and Elevation is 
Non-linear..

•Regional Skew varies from -0.62 to +0.62.

•Variance ranges from 52 to 65 equivalent 
years of record (EYR).
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Conceptually, How Does New Regional 
Skew Compare to Bulletin 17B Regional 
Skew ? 

New regionalNew regional
k i h i llk i h i llskew is physicallyskew is physically

based (snow/rain based (snow/rain 
interaction)interaction)

vs

Error of new regional
skew correctly 
distinguishes
model error from
sampling error.
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Practically, How Does New Regional 
Skew Compare to Bulletin 17B Regional 
Skew ? 

Less variabilityLess variability
I B ll ti 17BI B ll ti 17BIn Bulletin 17BIn Bulletin 17B
MapMap

Less WeightLess Weight
Given To Given To 
Bulletin 17BBulletin 17B
Skew (EYR = 17)Skew (EYR = 17)

+0.2

Skew (EYR = 17) Skew (EYR = 17) -0.2
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Summary of Differences Between Bulletin 17B 
Skew and New Regional Skew … 

•Bulletin 17B skew ranges from -0.2 to +0.2.

•New regional skew ranges from -0.62 to +0.62

•Largest Bulletin 17B skew occurs in roughly
the same location as new skew (along the
Sierra crest)

•Smallest Bulletin 17B skew occurs about where
the new skew is smallest (along the coast line)the new skew is smallest (along the coast line)

•Significantly more weight given to new regional skew
(EYR is 52 to 65 yrs vs 17 yrs for Bulletin 17B skew)
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Expected Differences in Flood Frequency 
Resulting From Regional Skew Differences
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Some Real Examples

Very low elevation
AND very short

Dry Cr near Roseville (Station 11447300)
Elevation = 131 ft
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Some Real Examples

Very high elevation
AND relatively short

Golden Trout Cr nr Cartago (Station 11185300)
Elevation = 10,320 ft
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Some Real Examples

Moderately high
elevation AND

Mill Cr at Milford (Station 10354700)
Elevation = 5,570 ft
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Some Real Examples

Moderately low
elevation AND

Curtis Cr trib. nr Stanford (Station 11286300)
Elevation = 2,883 ft
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Some Real Examples

Old USGS report
(1977) Vs new report

Las Flores Cr nr Oceanside (Station 11046100)
Elevation = 608 ft
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Some Real Examples

Old USGS report
(1977) Vs new report

Putah Cr nr Guenoc (Station 11453500)
Elevation = 1,824 ft
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One Last Example….

Recorded peaks
1905-1954

American R at Fair Oaks (Station 11446599)
Elevation = 4,472 ft (Based on revised estimate for 
1862 flood of 300,000-336,000)
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Annual Exceedance Probability, in percent

0.20.512510203050708090959899
1000

Bull 17B Skew (+0.15)



Summary of Flood-Frequency Effects of 
New Regional Skew..

Depending upon record length and effects ofDepending upon record length and effects of 
historical information and outliers, Q100 tends 
to be larger at higher elevations
Depending upon record length and effects of 
historical information and outliers, Q100 tends 
to be smaller at lower elevations
Overall, changes to flood frequency are 
modest 
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What’s Coming Next (Over the Next 6 
mos.)?

Flood-frequency results for +300 more 
sites (including the desert region)sites (including the desert region).
Regression equations for estimating 
flood frequency at ungaged sites 
(including the desert region).
StreamStats web page available forStreamStats web page available for 
calculating flood frequency at the click 
of a mouse . . . 
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